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Stealth Acoustics

Full Range, 8" 2-Way Speakers
The StingRay 8 is the flagship of Stealth Acoustics' outdoor line and offers impressive 
fidelity and bass response from a hermetically sealed all-weather speaker. The      
StingRay 8 is perfect for outdoor theaters, foreground music or anywhere robust, 
full-range sound is desired.

Dimensions:
Width: 20-7/8” (530 mm)
Height: 14-3/4” (375  mm)
Depth: 3-7/8” (98 mm)

Performance:
160 watts RMS per channel
45Hz – 18kHz
8 Ω nominal impedance
80W minimum recommended power

Finish:

White or Black. Optional textured stone 
paint finish or Vinyl Wrap available.

Model Color U/M Shipping Weight 
SR8W White Pair 41 lb (19 kg)
SR8WS White Each 23 lb (11 kg)
SR8B Black Pair 41 lb (19 kg)
SR8BS Black Each 23 lb (11 kg)
SR8C with Vinyl Wrap / Pair 41 lb (19 kg)

Textured paint
(pg 6 for details)

SR8CS with Vinyl Wrap / Each 23 lb (11 kg) on request
Textured paint 
(pg 6 for details)

Full Range, 6" 2-Way Speakers
The new StingRay 6 combines a 6.5" woofer with a 30mm tweeter set in a rugged and 
compact enclosure. Constructed of ASA plastic and infused with fiberglass for high 
performance and longevity, the StingRay 6 works well in applications where space is 
limited or an unobtrusive speaker is required.

IP68 CERTIFIED
The StingRay 6 and 8 outdoor speakers feature the highest level of ingress protection 
available - having proven themselves under water at 1 meter for over 60 hours.

Protected against
long periods of
immersion

Totally protected
against ingress 
of solids

Dimensions:
Width: 14-7/8” (378 mm)
Height: 10-7/8” (276  mm)
Depth: 3-13/16” (97 mm)

Performance:
120 watts RMS per channel
50Hz – 18kHz
8 Ω nominal impedance
60W minimum recommended power

Finish:

White or Black. Optional textured stone 
paint finish or Vinyl Wrap available.

Model Color U/M Shipping Weight 
SR6W White Pair 27 lb (13 kg)
SR6WS White Each 16 lb (8 kg)
SR6B Black Pair 27 lb (13 kg)
SR6BS Black Each 16 lb (8 kg)
SR6C with Vinyl Wrap / Pair 27 lb (13 kg)

Textured paint 
(pg 6 for details)

SR6CS with Vinyl Wrap / Each 16 lb (8 kg)
Textured paint
(pg 6 for details)

Environmental Speakers
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Element Series Subwoofer
The perfect addition to either of the full range StingRay speakers, the SR430 passive subwoofer 
features eight 8" woofer drivers and provides deep bass response for any outdoor environment. 
Watertight and finished in black, white or the attractive Element Series brushed aluminum, the 
SR430 will compliment any high performance outdoor system. 

* Available for shipping from US only.

Dimensions:
Width: 17-1/4” (438 mm)
Height: 31” (788 mm)
Depth: 17-1/4” (438 mm)

Performance:
400 watts RMS per channel
4 Ω nominal impedance
200W minimum recommended power

Finish:

Black, White or Element Series Aluminum/Black

Model Description Color Quantity Shipping Weight

SRGSTK Ground Stake for StingRay 6 & 8 Silver Each 1 lb (1 kg)

SRGM-33 Multi Position Mount for StingRay 6 & 8  Black Each 1 lb (1 kg)

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP
255R Stealth Acoustics monaural (subwoofer) amplifier

StingRay Accessories

Model Color U/M Shipping Weight RRP
SR430ES Aluminum/Black Each 176 lb (80 kg) Call for Price / Availability
SR430W White Each 176 lb (80 kg) Call for Price / Availability
SR430B Black Each 176 lb (80 kg) Call for Price / Availability



Satin White Image II™

Image II™ shown with Image Wrap
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Stealth Acoustics

Customizable 2-Way Full-Range 
On-Wall Speakers
Stealth Acoustics has reconfigured it’s award-winning 
invisible speaker technologies and installed them into a thin 
on-wall speaker with a completely flat-front radiating surface
that can be finished in a wide array of options.

The Satin White Image II™ can be installed right out of the box 
or painted/wallpapered in the field to match virtually any décor.

The Image Wrap model features a high resolution image (from our artist gallery or customer provided) laminated to the 
speaker in a studio wrap style that turns the speaker itself into a work of art.  

Speaker installation takes only moments with the included slim wall-mount system.  Simply use the included hardware 
and mounting template for a hassle free installation experience. 

No other on-wall speaker gives you this flexibility in creating the exact look you need to match your aesthetic goals.

Recommended Applications:  Two channel listening, TV sound improvement, foreground/background music.
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Dimensions:
Width: 11-7/8” (302 mm)
Height: 28” (711 mm)
Depth: 3-1/2” (89 mm)

Performance:
160 watts RMS per channel
45Hz – 20kHz
8 Ω nominal impedance
80W minimum recommended power

Customizable On-Wall Speaker System

Model Description U/M
I2SW Satin White Pair 

I2SWS Satin White Each

I2IW Image Wrap Pair 

I2IWS Image Wrap Each

Shipping Weight 50 
lb (23 kg) 

8 lb (13 kg)
50 lb (23 kg) 

28 lb (13 kg)

► Prices shown on this schedule do not include image royalties
or artist fees. Images with list prices are available for viewing at
StealthAcoustics.com.  Images that are for sale will be discounted 
to the Stealth Dealer at 35% off of the list price.  

► Custom image submissions may subject to an art setup charge of
$35 per half hour and should be presented in .TIF format.

Visit:

     www.dimex.nl
           for more details

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP



Image II™ shown with Image Wrap
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Stealth Vinyl Wrap for StingRay Speakers
Stealth Acoustics offers vinyl image wrapping for the face of the StingRays 

In this process, a digital image may be selected from the Stealth CoverArt library (royalty fees may apply) or 
customer provided digital files may be submitted to Stealth Acoustics by the dealer. (Please ensure that all 
images provide are of the highest resolution possible. Art configuration fees may apply.)

The chosen image is printed on vinyl and then applied to the speaker at the factory.  In this process only the 
face of the speaker is wrapped 

Textured Finish StingRay Speakers
StingRays speakers may be ordered with a stone textured finish applied. 

Three Colors are available: Sand Stone, Jade Stone, and Gray Stone

Stealth Image Wrap for Image II On-Wall Speakers
Stealth Acoustics offers custom image wraps for Image II speakers. 

In this process, a digital image may be selected from the Stealth CoverArt library (royalty fees may 
apply) or customer provided digital files may be submitted to Stealth Acoustics by the dealer. (Please 
ensure that all images provide are of the highest resolution possible. Art configuration fees may 
apply.)

The chosen image is printed on enhanced matte paper and then applied to the speaker at the factory 
and finished with a satin clear coat. In this process, the face and sides of the speaker are wrapped.

Model U/M Material 
Vinyl Wrap 6 Each Vinyl Face 
Vinyl Wrap 8 Each Vinyl Face 

Model U/M Material 
Image Wrap Each Enhanced Matte face with Edge Wrap 

Model U/M Material 
Stone 6 Each Stone Textured Paint 
Stone 8 Each Stone Textured Paint 

Custom Speaker Finishes

* Available for shipping from US only

* Available for shipping from US only

* Available for shipping from US only
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Stealth Acoustics

3-Way Full-Range Six-Element Speaker 
System
The Stealth Acoustics LR4G boasts the most power handling and highest 
level of audio quality of any invisible speaker manufactured to date.  The 
LR4G-MH mid/high frequency panel is designed to work in conjunction with 

the LR4G-B22 low frequency panel (included.)  The two panel system separates high/mid frequencies from 
low frequencies to reduce inter-modulation distortion and deliver jaw dropping performance - all from a 
100% invisible solution.

The LR4G incorporates an acoustically coupled, high-power 8” (203 mm) cone woofer, four directly coupled 
midrange emitters, and a single directly coupled high frequency emitter spread across two proprietary 
Fidelty Glass™ panels in the Stealth Quad-Balanced Midrange Drive™ format.  The directly coupled 
devices incorporate a 1” (25 mm) neo-magnet motor bonded to the Fidelity Glass™ panels allowing for 
smooth frequency extension to 20kHz. 

Recommended Applications:  Home theater surround sound systems, high-end multi-room audio 
systems, foreground music, background music, voice paging or sound reinforcement.  The LR4G can be 
installed into framing as narrow as 12-7/8” (327 mm) with 1/2” (12.7 mm) or thicker wallboard.
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LineaResponse™ Invisible Full-Range Speakers

4G

Dimensions:
High Frequency Panel:
Width: 15-7/8”  (403 mm)
Height: 11.875” (302 mm)
Depth: 2-3/4” (70 mm)

Low Frequency Panel:
Width: 15-7/8”  (403 mm)
Height: 22” (559 mm)
Depth: 2-1/2” (64 mm)

Performance:
200 watts RMS per channel
40Hz – 20kHz 
8 Ω nominal impedance
100W minimum recommended power

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP
PS-12 PlaceSaver™ pre-installation brackets (6 per case)
PS-22 PlaceSaver™ pre-installation brackets (6 per case)
MBX-12 Metal back box (fixed width)
MBX-22 UL listed metal back box (fixed width)
MBA-22 UL listed metal back box (adjustable width)
MBC-12 Metal back box (masonry applications)
MBC-22 Metal back box (masonry applications)
BX-22 Wooden back box (ceiling applications)
SK-1 Shim Kit

Model U/M 
LR4G Pair 

LR4GS Each 

Shipping Weight 50 
lb (23 kg)    

32 lb (15 kg)   
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Stealth Acoustics

2-Way Full Range Speakers
The LR8G features Stealth's new Fidelity Glass™ and incorporates an 
acoustically coupled low profile, high-power 8” cone woofer and a directly 
coupled 1” (25 mm) neo-magnet high-frequency motor.  Advanced Fidelity 
Glass™ material allows for smooth frequency extension to 20 kHz. 

Recommended Applications:  Multi-room audio systems, foreground music, background music, voice 
paging, home theater surround sound systems, or sound masking systems.  The LR8G can be installed 
between framing as narrow as 9-1/2” (241 mm) with 1/2” (12.7 mm) or thicker wallboard.

3-Way Full Range Speakers
Featuring Stealth Acoustics' new Fidelity Glass™ - the LR3G incorporates an 
acoustically coupled, high-quality, low-profile, high-power 8” (203 mm) cone 
woofer, two directly coupled midrange emitters, and a single directly coupled 
high frequency emitter.  The directly coupled devices incorporate a 1” (25 

mm) neo-magnet motor bonded to the Fidelity Glass™ face panel allowing for smooth frequency extension 
to 20kHz. 

Recommended Applications:  Home theater surround sound systems, high-end multi-room audio 
systems, foreground music, background music, voice paging or sound reinforcement.  The LR3G can be 
installed into framing as narrow as 9-1/2” (241 mm) with 1/2” (12.7 mm) or thicker wallboard.
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Dimensions:
Width: 15-7/8”  (403 mm)
Height: 30” (762 mm)
Depth: 2-1/2” (64 mm)

Performance:
200 watts RMS per channel
45Hz – 20kHz 
8 Ω nominal impedance
75W minimum recommended power

Dimensions:
Width: 15-7/8”  (403 mm)
Height: 22” (559 mm)
Depth: 2-1/2” (64 mm)

Performance:
120 watts RMS per channel
45Hz – 20kHz 
8 Ω nominal impedance
60W minimum recommended power

Model U/M 
LR3G Pair 

LR3GS Each 

Shipping Weight 44 
lb (20 kg)     

 26 lb (12 kg)    

Model Quantity Shipping Weight 
LR8G Pair 

LR8GS Each 

32 lb (15 kg) 

19 lb (9 kg)   

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP
PS-30 PlaceSaver™ pre-installation brackets (6 per case)
MBX-30 UL listed metal back box (fixed width)
MBA-30 UL listed metal back box (adjustable width)
MBC-30 Metal back box (masonry applications)
BX-30 Wooden back box (ceiling applications)
SK-1 Shim Kit

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP
PS-22 PlaceSaver™ pre-installation brackets (6 per case)
MBX-22 UL listed metal back box (fixed width)
MBA-22 UL listed metal back box (adjustable width)
MBC-22 Metal back box (masonry applications)
BX-22 Wooden back box (ceiling applications)
SK-1 Shim Kit

3G

8G

LineaResponse™ Invisible Full-Range Speakers
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Stealth Acoustics

2-Way Stereo Full Range Speakers
Featuring Stealth’s new Fidelity Glass™ - the SLR8G incorporates an 
acoustically coupled low profile, high-power 8” (203 mm) cone, dual 
voice coil woofer and two directly coupled 1” (25 mm) neo-magnet 

high-frequency motors.  Each channel is electrically isolated with its own independent cross over. 
Proprietary Fidelity Glass™ material allows for smooth frequency extension to 20 kHz.

Recommended Applications:  Ideal for locations where space is limited but stereo sound is desired such 
as hallways, walk-in closets, and bathrooms.  Great for multi-room audio systems, foreground music and 
background music.  The SLR8G can be installed between framing as narrow as 9-1/2” (241 mm) with 1/2” 
(12.7 mm) or thicker wallboard.

2-Way Compact Full Range Speakers
The compact LR6 incorporates an acoustically coupled high quality, 
high-power 6” (152 mm) cone woofer and a directly coupled 1” (25 mm) 
neo-magnet high-frequency motor.  Advanced "Fidelity Glass™" material 

allows for smooth frequency extension to 20 kHz. 

Recommended Applications:  Multi-room audio systems, foreground music, background music, voice 
paging, sound masking systems, or home theater surround sound systems.  The LR6 can be installed 
between framing as narrow as 8-1/2” (216 mm) with 1/2” (12.7 mm) or thicker wallboard.

8GSLR
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Dimensions:
Width: 15-7/8”  (403 mm)
Height: 22” (559 mm)
Depth: 2-1/2” (64 mm)

Performance:
120 watts RMS per channel
45Hz – 20kHz 
8 Ω nominal impedance
60W minimum recommended power 
per channel

Dimensions:
Width: 15-7/8”  (403 mm)
Height: 11-7/8” (302 mm)
Depth: 2-1/4” (58 mm)

Performance:
100 watts RMS per channel
45Hz – 20kHz 
8 Ω nominal impedance
50W minimum recommended power

Model U/M Shipping Weight 
SLR8G Each 19 lb (9 kg) 

Model U/M Shipping Weight 
LR6G Pair 19 lb (9 kg) 

LR6GS Each 12 lb (6 kg) 

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP 
PS-22 PlaceSaver™ pre-installation brackets (6 per case)
MBX-22 UL listed metal back box (fixed width)
MBA-22 UL listed metal back box (adjustable width)
MBC-22 Metal back box (masonry applications)
BX-22SLR Wooden back box (ceiling applications)
SK-1 Shim Kit

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP 
PS-12 PlaceSaver™ pre-installation brackets (6 per case)
MBX-12 UL listed metal back box (fixed width)
MBA-22 UL listed metal back box (adjustable width)
MBC-12 Metal back box (masonry applications)
BX-12 Wooden back box (ceiling applications)
SK-1 Shim Kit

LineaResponse™ Invisible Full-Range Speakers

6G
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Stealth Acoustics

Invisible Subwoofer System
Featuring Stealth Acoustics' new Fidelity Glass™ - the B30G is a two-panel 
monaural subwoofer system.  Each panel incorporates two acoustically 
coupled, low-profile, high-power 8” (203 mm) cone woofers.  The panels 
are designed to work in pairs as a monaural output subwoofer.  This 

two-panel system approach allows each panel to be impedance selected and placed wherever they 
perform best, free of visual concerns that may conflict with architectural features.  The impedance can be 
changed from 4 Ω (parallel) to 16 Ω (series) via a jumper located on the back of each panel.  The B30G
system is sold only in pairs.

Recommended Applications:  Home theater surround sound systems, multi-room audio systems, added 
bass for foreground music, added bass for background music.  The B30G can be installed between framing 
as narrow as 8-1/2” (216 mm) with 1/2” (12.7 mm) or thicker wallboard.

Invisible Compact Subwoofer System
Also featuring Stealth's new Fidelity Glass™ material, the B22G is a 
compact subwoofer speaker system designed to provide bass frequency 
enhancement in Stealth Acoustics speaker systems.  The B22G system 
includes two panels, each containing one low-profile 8” (203 mm) 

polypropylene cone woofer.  Ideal for any surround sound, foreground music or whole-house audio system 
that needs extra bass output, the B22G's two-panel system approach allows each panel to be placed 
wherever they perform best, free of visual concerns that may conflict with architectural features. 

Recommended Applications:  Multi-room audio systems, added bass for foreground music, added bass 
for background music, home theater surround sound systems.  The B22G can be installed between framing 
as narrow as 8-1/2” (216 mm) with 1/2” (12.7 mm) or thicker wallboard.
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LineaResponse™ Invisible Subwoofers

30GB

22GB

Dimensions:
Width: 15-7/8”  (403 mm)
Height: 30” (762 mm)
Depth: 2-1/2” (64 mm)

Performance:
100 watts RMS per panel
20Hz – 160Hz 
4 Ω or 16 Ω nominal impedance
60W minimum recommended power

Dimensions:
Width: 15-7/8”  (403 mm)
Height: 22” (559 mm)
Depth: 2-1/2” (64 mm)

Performance:
80 watts RMS per panel
25Hz – 150Hz 
8 Ω nominal impedance
50W minimum recommended power

Model U/M Shipping Weight 
B30G Pair 46 lb (21 kg) 

Model U/M Shipping Weight 
B22G Pair 30 lb (14 kg) 

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP
255R Stealth Acoustics monaural (subwoofer) amplifier
PS-30 PlaceSaver™ pre-installation brackets (6 per case)
MBX-30 UL listed metal back box (fixed width)
MBA-30 UL listed metal back box (adjustable width)
MBC-30 Metal back box (masonry applications)
BX-30 Wooden back box (ceiling applications)
SK-1 Shim Kit

Accessories:
SA2400 High Current 2-Channel Amplifier with DSP
255R Stealth Acoustics monaural (subwoofer) amplifier
PS-22 PlaceSaver™ pre-installation brackets (6 per case)
MBX-22 UL listed metal back box (fixed width)
MBA-22 UL listed metal back box (adjustable width)
MBC-22 Metal back box (masonry applications)
BX-22 Wooden back box (ceiling applications)
SK-1 Shim Kit
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Stealth Acoustics

High-Current Monaural Amplifier with Filter
The Stealth Acoustics 255R is an integrated monaural amplifier with a variable low-pass filter system designed as 
a low-distortion, high-output power source for Stealth Acoustics LineaResponse™ speakers and subwoofer panels 

or other unpowered speakers and subwoofers.  Intended for applications requiring reliable and powerful amplification, the adjustable low pass 
filter allows for infinite crossover points from 50Hz to 150Hz and can be bypassed for full-range amplification.  With a full compliment of input and 
output connectors, the 255R is easily integrated into any audio system.

Recommended Applications:  Home theater surround sound systems, multi-room audio systems.  The 255R may stack with other components 
or mount in a standard 19” (483 mm) equipment rack requiring only 2U or 3-1/2” (89 mm) of panel space.

Model U/M Shipping Weight 
255R Each 31 lb (15 kg) 

Functions and Features:
► Removable rack mounts
► Variable low pass filter with bypass switch
►  Auto on/standby function
► Speaker level inputs and outputs (binding posts)
► Line level inputs and outputs (RCA)
► Balanced line inputs and outputs (XLR)
► Standby LED (red) / Active LED (blue)
► Output level monitor LEDs (blue)
► Built-in limiter stage

Specifications:
► Mono power output
► 250W @ 8 Ω < 0.05 THD
► 350W @ 4 Ω < 0.05 THD
► THD < 0.05 @ 1W, 4 Ω / 100Hz
► S/N 86 dB below rated output
► Current draw:  6.2A @ 350W / 4 Ω - 115VAC / 60Hz
► 8 Ω nominal - 4 Ω minimum
► LPF: 50Hz - 150Hz / 18 dB per octave (variable with bypass switch)
► HPF: 18Hz / 30dB per octave (fixed)

Dimensions:
► Width:  19” (483 mm)
► Height:  3-1/2” (89 mm)
► Depth:  13-5/8” (346 mm)

Pro-Grade Amplifiers
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Stealth Acoustics

2-Channel, High-Current Amplifier with DSP
The Stealth Acoustics SA2400 is a 2-Channel, high current amplifier designed as a low-distortion, 
high-output power source for Stealth Acoustics StingRay Series or LineaResponse™ Invisible speakers 

and subwoofer panels or any other unpowered speakers and subwoofers.  
Exclusive to the SA2400 is Stealth’s latest DSP platform which offers complete signal processing for each channel with 11 fully parametric 
equalizers, programmable high and low pass filters (with selectable filter slopes) and fully programmable limiting and delay functions. Use 
the built-in factory presets to make setting up a Stealth speaker system quick and easy, or save and recall custom tailored settings.

The SA2400 is conveniently programmable by using either the front panel display or via a Windows™ based computer and Stealth 
Acoustics’ proprietary USB signal management software.

Functions and Features:
► Removable rack mounts
► Variable low pass filter with bypass
►  Auto on/standby function
► Line level inputs and outputs (RCA)
► Balanced line inputs and outputs (XLR)
►  Optical Input
►  Speaker level inputs and outputs (Phoenix style

connectors)
►  LPF/HPF: DSP based signal processing

featuring a 22-band PEQ, variable HPF/LPF,
with limiter and delay

►  Optional WindowsTM based programming
software included

►  Independent volume and mute controls

Specifications:
► Mono power output
► 350W @ 8 Ω < 0.05 THD
► 460W @ 4 Ω < 0.05 THD
► THD < 0.05 @ 300W, 8 Ω / 1kHz
► S/N 86 dB below rated output
► Current draw:  500 W / 4 Ω - 115VAC / 60Hz (1/4 audio power)
► 8 Ω nominal - 4 Ω minimum
► LPF: 50Hz - 100Hz / with selectable 6db, 12db, 18db, 24db slopes
► HPF: 20Hz / 150Hz / with selectable 6db, 12db, 18db, 24db slopes

Dimensions:
► Width:  19” (483 mm)
► Height:  3-1/2” (89 mm)
► Depth:  19-3/4” (502 mm)

Pro-Grade Amplifiers
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Model U/M Shipping Weight 
SA2400  Each 38 lb (18 kg) 

Available
April
2014
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Recommended Accessories

Model U/M Shipping Weight Fits Speaker Width Height 
PS-30 case (6 ea) 25 lb (12 kg) LR3G, B30G 16" (406 mm) 30" (762 mm) 

PS-22 case (6 ea) 18 lb (9 kg) LR4G-B22, LR8G 16" (406 mm) 22" (559 mm)
SLR8G, B22G

PS-12 case (6 ea) 12 lb (6 kg) LR4G-HM, LR6G 16" (406 mm) 12" (305 mm) 

PlaceSaver™ Pre-Installation Brackets
PlaceSavers™ are temporary place-holders for use in new construction and are designed to protect speakers by 
reducing their exposure to harsh construction-site environments.  PlaceSavers™ are mounted to the wall or ceiling 
framing in the desired speaker locations (and over the top of installed MBX or MBA metal back boxes if used) prior to 
sheetrock installation.  The PlaceSaver™ forces the wallboard to be installed around the template thereby eliminating 
the need to hunt for back boxes or messy sheetrock cutting when it is time to install the speaker.

Each Stealth Acoustics speaker panel has a corresponding sized PlaceSaver™ model.  PlaceSavers™ are sold in 
packs of six (3 pair) and are re-usable.

Constant Voltage Transformers – Commercial Grade 
This commercial grade constant voltage transformer may be attached to the rear of the LR6G or LR8G speakers or mounted in a remote location 
for adujstability.  

Transformer:  25, 70, and 100V

Taps:  1.9, 3.7, 7.5, and 15W

Shim Kit 
The Shim Kit allows for the speaker panels face to be shimmed out further depending on the finishing method.  
Each kit contains both 1/16” (1.6 mm) and 1/8” (3.2 mm) thick shims in bundles of 25.  

Shims are included with every speaker, but order this kit to have extra on hand or to use for deeper wall 
finishes where extensive shimming is required.

Model U/M Shipping Weight Fits Speaker 
SK-1 25 x 1/16" (1.5 mm) 5 lb (3 kg) Universal 

25 x 1/8" (3 mm)

Model U/M Shipping Weight Fits Speaker 
CVXMR15 Each 2 lb (1 kg) LR6G or LR8G

CVXMR30 Each 2 lb (1 kg) LR6G or LR8G

PlaceSavers™ are required when using the MBX or MBA series of back boxes to ensure 
proper rough opening.
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Recommended Accessories

MBC Series – Metal Back Box For Masonry Applications
The MBC back boxes are designed to be installed into concrete, breeze block, cinder block or other masonry type 
constructs.  Once installed, the MBC back box provides level mounting points for the LRG series invisible speakers. 
Simply flush the forward edge of the box with the finished height of the ceiling/wall for easy and consistent speaker 
mounting in solid wall applications.  

Constructed of 1.2 mm thick metal, MBC back boxes are shipped fully assembled. Convenient knockouts for conduit 
are provided, 1 each on the top and bottom of the box. The knockouts will accept 1/2” (13 mm) conduits and loom 
clamps. The MBC back box is lined on all four sides with 3/4” (19mm) plywood to provide solid mounting surfaces for 
the speaker panel.  

RoxulTM insulation is included for the interior of the box.

Model U/M Shipping Weight Fits Speaker Width Height Depth 
MBC-30 Each 18 lb (9 kg) LR3G, B30G 16-1/8" 30-1/8" 3-15/16" 

(409 mm) (765 mm) (98 mm)

MBC-22 Each 14 lb (7 kg) LR4G-B22, 16-1/8" 22-1/8" 3-15/16"
LR8G, SLR8G, (409 mm) (562 mm) (98 mm)
B22G

MBC-12 Each 9 lb (5 kg) LR4G-HM, 16-1/8" 12-1/8" 3-15/16" 
LR6G (409 mm) (308 mm) (98 mm)

BX Series – Wood Back Box 
The BX back box is constructed from man-made wood, and ships assembled.  The 3-1/2" deep back box is attached directly 
to the back of the speaker before the speaker is installed making it ideal for retro-fits where smaller wall openings are desired 
and plenum ratings are not a concern. 

RoxulTM insulation is included for the interior of the box.

Model U/M Shipping Weight Fits Speaker Width Height Depth 
BX-30 Ea 12 lb (6 kg) LR3G, B30G 11" 28" 3-1/2" 

(279 mm) (711 mm) (89 mm)

BX-22 Ea 10 lb (5 kg) LR4G-B22, 11" 20-1/4" 3-1/2"
LR8G, B22G (279 mm) (514 mm) (89 mm)

BX-22SLR EA 10 lb (5 kg) SLR8G, 11" 20-1/4" 3-1/2"
(279 mm) (514 mm) (89 mm)

BX-12 Ea 6 lb (3 kg) LR6G 10" 14" 3-1/2" 
(254 mm) (356 mm) (89 mm)

Secure back 
box in solid 

wall

Attach 
speaker to 
provided 
mounting 

points inside 
box

Use provided 
screws to 

attach back box 
to speaker

Attach speaker 
to  framing 

complete with 
back box
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MBX Series – Metal Back Box For 16" (406mm) OC Framing
MBX back boxes are UL Listed and designed to fit snuggly between framing that is 16" (406 mm) on-center. 
These back boxes may be installed during the pre-wire phase or retro-fit.

Constructed of 1.2 mm thick metal, MBX back boxes are shipped fully assembled. Convenient knockouts 
for conduit are provided, 2 each on the top and bottom of the box. The knockouts will accept 1/2” (13 mm) 
conduits and loom clamps.  RoxulTM insulation is included for the interior of the box.

MBA Series – Adjustable Metal Back Box For Variable Width 
Framing, Hat Channel, and Metal Studs
MBA back boxes are UL Listed and adjustable in width.  The MBA back boxes also contain additional hardware 
to allow for use in hat channel type suspended ceiling applications or metal stud framing.  These back boxes 
may be installed during the pre-wire phase or retro-fit.

Constructed of 1.2 mm thick metal, MBA back boxes are shipped disassembled. Convenient knockouts 
for conduit are provided, 2 each on the top and bottom of the box. The knockouts will accept 1/2” (13 mm) 
conduits and loom clamps.  DynamatTM style insulation is included for the interior of the box.
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Recommended Accessories

Model Quantity Shipping Weight Fits Speaker Width Height Depth  
MBX-30 Each 13 lb (6 kg) LR3G, B30G 14-1/2" 30" 3-1/2" 

(368 mm) (762 mm) (89 mm)

MBX-22 Each 10 lb (5 kg) LR4G-B22, 14-1/2" 22" 3-1/2"
LR8G, SLR8G,  (368 mm) (559 mm) (89 mm)
B22G

MBX-12 Each 6 lb (3 kg) LR4G-HM, 14-1/2" 12" 3-1/2" 
LR6G (368 mm) (305 mm) (89 mm)

Model U/M Shipping Weight Fits Speaker Width Height Depth        (RRP)
MBA-30 Each 14 lb (7 kg) LR3G, B30G 9-1/2"-14-1/2"  30" 3-1/2" € 246 

(241-368 mm) (762 mm) (89 mm)

MBA-22 Each 10 lb (5 kg) LR4G-HM, 9-1/2"-14-1/2"  22" 3-1/2" € 207
LR4G-B22, (241-368 mm) (559 mm) (89 mm)
LR8G, SLR8G,
LR6G, B22G

Must install 
PlaceSaver™ over 
back box to ensure 

proper rough 
opening

Must install 
PlaceSaver™ over 
back box to ensure 

proper rough 
opening

MBX mounts 
between 
framing

Stealth Acoustics

MBA 
mounts 
between 
irregular 
framing

After wallboard 
is in place, 

remove 
PlaceSaver™ 

and install 
speaker
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Standard 5-year Speaker Warranty
Each Stealth speaker panel is covered against defects in manufacturing under manufacturer’s warranty for a period of 5 years. The warranty 
coverage is limited to the repair or replacement of the speaker panel. Removal and installation is not covered. Since the condition of use is 
beyond our control, the user and/or installer assumes all risk. The installer is responsible for proper use, preparation and placement of materials, 
bonding to any substrate.

Standard 2-year Electronics Warranty
Each Stealth amplifier or transformer is covered against defects in manufacturing under manufacturer’s warranty for a period of 2 years. The 
warranty coverage is limited to the repair or replacement of the amplifier. The installer is responsible for proper use and Stealth is not responsible 
for damage incurred to other components due to resulting from misuse of the amplifier.

import & distributie Benelux:

Model LR3GPD Playable Display

Stealth Acoustics

LRG Series Playable Displays
The LRG series Playable Displays give our dealers the ability to showcase Stealth Acoustics speakers without fully 
installing them first. These displays allow for mobile audio demonstrations and in-store use without the need of 
cutting holes in your showroom walls. 

The Playable Display units are fully functional and installed invisible speakers. The speakers are lightly textured, and 
covered with 4 coats of paint to simulate an actual installation as closely as possible. A portion of the bottom seam is 
left exposed with mesh tape covering the drywall screws to illustrate the installation process.

The displays connect directly to stereo amplifier outputs (amplifier not included) and sound as they would if installed 
in a finished wall.
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Dealer Promotional  Products

Model Quantity Shipping Weight Cost
LR3GPD Pair 102 lb (47 kg) request

Fully Customizable, Laser Engraved, Rack Panels
►Personalize your work with 
your company logo, name, contact 
information or anything you like!

►Impress your customers with a 
final professional touch in their 
homes or businesses.



onzichtbare achterluidsprekers

Woonkamer ingericht met Stealth Acoustics onzichtbare luidprekers in 5.2 opstelling. Dimex werkt nauw 
samen met aannemers die een ruime ervaring hebben met voorzetwanden en montage van de luidsprekers.

Achter rechts

        Vijf onzichtbare luidsprekers. Vraag om het testverslag in het Nederlands of Frans
        door Werner Ero, Music Emotion’s High End reporter.

Center Rechts
 Subwoofer (R)

Links

Subwoofer (L)

Achter links
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